
 
8 Line Passing 
Description: Ball starts at corner then zig zags through the cones with all players following pass. 
Progression: all right, all left, switching hands catching and throwing ball side 
 
 
 

 
Up Field Passing 
Description: players start on cones then make passes moving upfield through the 50 
Progression: shuffle sticks upfield, run sticks up field, back pedal sticks to outside, catch 
downfield throw up field. (twice each side for every progression) 



 
 
 

 
Island Shooting 
Description: Player starts behind the net with a ball, sprints to bottom of the crease split dodges, 
sprints up to the cone turns and shoots. Next player goes to the alternating side. 
Progression: get to the cone and shoot, get to the cone inside roll and shoot, turn to the cone 
question mark and shoot. 
 



 
Alley Shooting 
Description: Player starts with a ball, sprints to cone, split dodges at the cone then sprints and 
while running shoots at the net. Next player goes on the other side once the player has dodged 
 
 
 

 
Golden Eagle Footwork 
Description: players start at first cone running forward then they shuffle to their right, open up 
dropping their left foot then shuffle again, open up dropping right foot then shuffle again, hit 
cone run straight forward, shuffle right, drop left shuffle, drop right shuffle, run straight 



 
 

 
Break Out Passing 
Description:ball starts with the goal who yells clear. Two low defensemen break out sideways 
then run upfield. Third defensemen works up to midline. Goalie throws to one of 2 low 
defensemen who catches moving upfield, then rolls back making a pass across the field to 
second low defensemen who then passes to middle defensemen moving upfield 
 
 
 

 



GB Relay 
Description:Balls start at second cone players start at first. First guy in line runs and scoops GB 
running around cone at 50 placing ball back at second cone. As soon as the ball is set down the 
next guy in line goes. First team to go through twice wins. 
 
 
 
 
SATURDAY 
 
 

 
Escape Passing 
Description: lines of 3-4 players no more. First guy goes to cone with stick in right hand and just 
rolls away to his right. 3 minutes in switch everyone to left hand. 3 minutes switch to running up 
right handed rolling left. 3 minutes switch to running up left handed rolling right. 3 minutes switch 
running up right opening hips back to partner throwing right. 3 minutes switch running up left 
opening hips back to partner throwing left. 



 
3 Man 2 Ball 
Description: Balls start on outside. Player in middle runs toward one side stick in his right 
catching pass and throwing it back to player he received it from. Middle player continues 
running in loop (keeping his stick to the outside) toward other side catching pass and throwing it 
back to the sender. 3 minute shifts in the middle with everyone going right hand. Then 3 minute 
shifts in the middle with everyone going left hand. Players on outside use strong hand entire 
time. 
 

 
4v3’s 



Description: Coach throws ball in to one of 4 outside lines. 4 offensive players step in moving 
the ball around until open shot is found and taken. The 3 defenders rotate in a triangle trying to 
find a pass to knock down or a ground ball to force. Drill ends with goal or ball thrown away or 
takeaway. 
 

 
2v2 plus 1 GB’s 
Description: Two lines of each team in the corner, with one player from each team on the other 
side. Coach rolls a ball in and blows the whistle. The four guys battle for the ground ball, the 
winning team of the ground ball adds an extra guy. 3v2 to the net. Drill ends with a goal or ball 
thrown away or taken away. 
 



 
3V3 GB’s to Cage 
Description: Coach rolls ball out, players leave on coache’s go or whistle. 3 v 3 ground ball. 
Team who wins groundball wants to score fast or set up in a triangle and run 3 man offense. 
 
 
THURSDAY 
 
 
 

 
Zig Zag Passing 



Description: Ball starts at first cone with all players in their right hand, player throws to second 
cone following his pass as the second players goes to the next cone etc. The last player starting 
low at the goal line will curl up around a cone catch a pass and shoot. Go thru once to twice 
right handed then switch to left handed, keeping in mind to switch the low cone to the other side 
so players shoot with both hands.  
 

 
Inside Out Passing 
Description: Ball starts on the corners with every player in their right hand. Flowing thru the 
cones. 4 minutes in switch everyone to left handed. 4 minutes in switch to outside lines catching 
right and rolling to the outside to their left, inside lines catching left splitting and throwing right.  



 
Bucket Shooting 
Description: Player starts with ball, sprints and dodges at the cone sweeps over the top and 
down the alley, while running shoots at the net. Next player goes after first player finishes 
dodge.  
 
 



 
Golden Eagle Footwork 
Description: players start at first cone running forward then they shuffle to their right, open up 
dropping their left foot then shuffle again, open up dropping right foot then shuffle again, hit 
cone run straight forward, shuffle right, drop left shuffle, drop right shuffle, run straight 
 
 
 

 
4v4 Army GB’s 
Description: Coach rolls ball out with players leaving on go or whistle. Which ever team scopes 
first is on offense with other team on defense. If there is a goalie save he passes to his team 



and they go the other way on offense. Drill continues until ball goes way away or there is a goal. 
First team to 10 wins.  
 
 
 

 
Butt to Butt GB 
Description: Two players start butt to butt with a ball in between them (all players going at once 
partners allowing). On the whistle, box eachother out and fight for the ground ball whoever 
scoops ground ball wins. Winners go on losers go play against each other in losers bracket. Drill 
continues until 1 final winner is decided.  


